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leftovers from this week 

1.  do robots need biarticulate muscles? 

2.  what impedance do we need, really? 
let us 

–  measure human arm impedance 

–  measure impedance during movement 
–  estimate impedance from EMG 

3.  can we control position out of pns/cns signals? 
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my issue 

learn, but 
do not copy 

or mimic! 
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dominic lakatos 
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arm model 
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¨ rigid body dynamics of the arm 

¨ muscle impedance 

¨ complete system torque 

Γ(q, q̇, q̈, ξ) = M(q, ξ) q̈+C(q, q̇, ξ) q̇+ g(q, ξ)

τmuscles = h(q, q̇,a)

M(q, ξ) q̈+C(q, q̇, ξ) q̇+ g(q, ξ) + h(q, q̇,a) = τ ext



we want to measure the arm,  
not the brain 

¨ stretch reflex: 25-50ms 

¨ spinal reflex: 70-110ms 
¨  long-latency reflex: >110ms 
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Spinal loops and reflexes

! stretch reflex (with alatency time of about 25ms to 50 ms)

! spinal reflex (with latency time of about 70ms to 110 ms)

! Long-latency reflexes at human cognitive level (with a
reaction time of at least 110 ms)



locally linearised impedance 

¨ Taylor approximation to h can be written as 

¨ since the activation is assumed to be constant 

 

¨  in the transversal plane the gravity=0 
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linear parameter identification model 

¨ parameter vector 

¨  identification model 
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ζ = [ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, D11, D12, D21, D22,K11,K12,K21,K22]
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experimental setup 
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perturbations 
Typical perturbation during solving a force task
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resulting stiffness and damping 
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5.4 Eigenschaften der Impedanz für eine Kraftaufgabe

Abb. 5.12: Kartesische Steifigkeitsellipsen
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5.4 Eigenschaften der Impedanz für eine Kraftaufgabe

Abb. 5.13: Kartesische Dämpfungsellipsen
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we’re not there yet… 

¨ what will these look like in 3D? 

¨ how do we measure intrinsic tendulomuscular 
properties? 

 

¨ how can we map these to EMG activities? 
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hannes höppner [hupna] 
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related work 

A Robust Ensemble Data Method for 
identification of Human Joint Mechanical 
Properties During Movement [Xu99] 

The Design of a Dynamics Measuring Device [Colg86] 

Adaptive control stiffness to stabilize hand position with large 
loads [Franklin03] 



related work 

drawbacks of existing solutions measuring arm stiffness 
¨ position-perturbation setups 

–  not wearable 
–  unnatural constrained and only planar movements 

¨ wearable force-perturbation setups 
–  only force less than 6N 

–  Influence of heavy loads during common tasks can not be 
identified clearly 

–  Precise control of this devices seems to be problematic 



Idea and Specifications 

¨  accelerating and decelerating a mass inside a tube fixed to 
the limb 

¨  energy is induced using external energy reservoir; here: 
compressed air 

¨  using defined impact <25ms 
¨  2 perturbator tubes to induce clear rotations and translations 

 



modeling and simulation 

system  

pressure 

piston stroke 

rate of volume change 
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Goal: optimize measurement 
time and total mass 

 



implementation 

¨  steel tube length of 130mm and 300g weight  
¨  two external relays 
¨  mass consists of sealing, sliding and inertia elements 
¨  magnets to increase the counterforce against the air pressure 
¨  additional force sensor between arm and Perturbator tube 

Patent pending 



results on device properties 
Measured and simulated force 
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measuring human grasp stiffness 

Requirements 
¨  Static measurement [Mussa-Ivaldi85] 
 
 
¨  Measurement time t ≈ 30 ms and thus below human finger reflex time 

¨  Constant initial position and displacement     

patent pending 

Höppner et al, Proc. ICRA 2011 



measurement device 



experiment and measurement procedure 

¨  5 healthy male subjects using Pinch Grasp 

¨  Grasp Perturbator without any fixation 

1.  Subjects Maximum Gripping Force is estimated 

2.  Subject is asked to apply Normalized Force Levels NFL  

- Reaching NFL using 2 Bands (85% and 115%) 

3.  2<T<4 seconds after the force is reached a Perturbation 

is applied 



Results 



conclusion 

¨  what does the linear relation imply? 
 
 

linear relation at the elbow between torque and stiffness 
[Bennett93] 

tendons can be assumed as exponential elements [Glantz74] 

 
 
¨  How does this contribute to robotics? 

guideline for VSA 
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claudio castellini 
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finger position and force from EMG 
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•  10 Ottobock emg electrodes 
•  1 force/torque sensor 
•  4 fingertip force sensors 



accuracy ~ 10% 

best models on day 1, classification accuracy (left) and regression NRMSE (right) 

high-precision EMG 



PNS-based robot control: EMG 
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jörn [yearn] vogel 
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high-precision EMG 

hand emg: 
¨  static finger forces 
¨  limited accuracy (~10%), but this is not evident 
¨  qualitative visual feedback solves limited accuracy 

arm emg: 



extension by adding 6-DoF arm dynamics 

¨ emg signal no longer statically 
related to position or force 

¨ emg activity related to gravity, 
commanded impedance, and 
acceleration 

¨ we expect increased muscle 
activity close to target (Burdet 
et al’s, Nature, 2001: increased 
stiffness in divergent fields)  

¨ task-oriented training (TA) 

Fig. 2. An abstract block-diagram representation of the system.

A picture of the setup in action is visible in Figure 1. The
robot is mounted on a pedestal in a right-arm like posture.
A table is placed within the workspace of the robot, to allow
the user to pick up and put down objects; a soft ball is used
to this end. Figure 2 depicts a simplified schematic overview
of the core elements of the system, whcih consists of two
independent parts: (1) an EMG-decoder which calculates
Cartesian wrist position and orientation as well as grasp
force from measured muscle activity, and (2) the DLR Light-
Weight Robot III equipped with the DLR-HIT Hand II, which
performs the decoded motion and grasps. Additionally, a
visual tracking system is integrated in the setup in order
to gather the human arm position for training the machine
learning algorithm. As is customary in (supervised) machine
learning, the system operation consists of two phases: the
training phase, during which an EMG-to-(arm/hand/force)
map is built; and the prediction phase, when the map is em-
ployed to predict new, previously unseen arm/hand/grasping
configurations. Before entering the training phase, the subject
is equipped with EMG electrodes to record the muscular
activity.

To build the map, EMG data needs to be acquired, as well
as the real position, orientation and grasp force of the user’s
hand. Therefore a tracking marker is fixed to the upper side
of the subjects wrist and a rubber ball equpped with force
sensitive resistor is given to the subject (see Figure 3). Once
the mapping is created, the EMG signals can be used to
directly control the robotic system.

A. Data acquisition
Muscular activity is gathered using nine OttoBock My-

oBock 13E200 surface EMG electrodes (www.ottobock.
com). The electrodes already provide an amplified, bandpass-
filtered and rectified signal, eliminating the need of further
processing onboard the card and/or the computer (their
usefulness was already demonstrated at least in [5], [9]).
They are connected to a wireless DAQ card sampling the
EMG signals at 100 Hz.

There are three sets of three electrodes. Each set is tied
to a velcro elastic band and roughly uniform spacing of the
electrodes is visually enforced. The bands are placed on the

Fig. 3. Schematic view of the subject’s arm equipped with the EMG
electrodes, the motion tracking marker and the ball with the FSR on top.

subject’s forearm about five centimeters below the elbow, on
the upper arm midway between elbow and shoulder, and on
the shoulder (see Figure 3). No precise positioning of the
electrodes is enforced — this is a great simplification of the
operations and has already been demonstrated effective, even
on amputees [9]. The exerted grasp force is measured with
an Interlink Standard 400 FSR force-sensing resistor (see
www.interlinkelectronics.com). The standard amplification
circuit connected to the FSR returns a voltage signal which
is univocally (logarithmically) related to the force applied to
its surface. The above wireless DAQ card is used to digitise
this signal, too, making the whole setup rather easy to wear
and take away. The FSR is mounted on a rigid rubber ball
and the subject is instructed to press it to teach a grasping
signal to the system.

Motion capture is enforced by a Vicon MX (www.
vicon.com) motion tracking system. A Vicon “rigid object”
consisting of 4 passive markers rigidly connected to one
another is fixed to the subject’s wrist, and six near-infrared
cameras use it to reconstruct the object’s position (x, y, z in
centimeters) and orientation (α,β, γ in radians) in real time.
The coordinates are relative to an inertial frame set up during
the Vicon calibration phase. The Vicon has a sampling rate
of 200 Hz and generates accordingly a UDP stream of data.

The resulting global data stream (from the Vicon and
acquisition card) is received by a standard desktop machine
equipped with Matlab and synchronously subsampled at
25 Hz, and its moving average over 400 milliseconds (10
samples) is evaluated.

EMG 
electrode 

marker 

fsr / ball 



larger and lighter indicates a larger error 

Fig. 6. Prediction Mean-Square-Error normalised w.r.t. the targets’ variance, for each dataset and target dimension. Models from 1 to 28 have been

obtained in the NTA modality, 29 to 38 with the TA modality.

Fig. 7. 3D plots of non-task-oriented (left) and task-oriented (right) squared Root-Mean-Error, model 20 (NTA, left) and 38 (TA, right). Larger and lighter

markers denote higher error.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we reported about a robotic arm/hand system

controlled through sEMG-mesured human muscular activity.

The control has such a level of accuracy that a small object

can be repeatedly grasped, carried around, and released.

The system was practically demonstrated during a robotic

trade fair in 2010. Muscle activity is gathered using nine

surface electromyography electrodes. No precise placement

of the electrodes is required, and no model of the hu-

man arm/hand is employed, making the system essentially

subject-independent — in fact, three subjects demonstrated

the system without noticeable performance differences. A

fourth subject did a simpler demonstration without any

previous knowledge about the system.

A standard machine learning method (namely, a Support

Vector Machine) is used to build a point-to-point map be-

tween muscle activity and hand position/orientation/grasping

force. The map relies on gravity compensation and rather low

movement speed, which enforces a many-to-one relationship

between sEMG signals and position. Numerical (offline)

evaluation indicates in a few centimeters the precision that

can be obtained by the system; orientation and force guessing



Fig. 8. Real and predicted x coordinates for models 20 (upper panel) and 38 (lower panel).

have similar, although slightly worse, precisions.

It was noted that the performance of the system is consid-

erably higher when a task-oriented training modality is used.

This is due to finer sampling of the input space in the zone of

interest (namely, where the grasping mostly happens) which

leads to smaller error rates where it is required.

In [7] a detailed report is given about how to avoid the

well-known time variance of the sEMG signal, in particular

as far as muscle fatigue is concerned — a problem that we

did not notice. The reasons of this improvement could lie

in the choice of the sEMG features, in the reliability of the

electrodes or even in the reciprocal adaptation of the human

subjects to the system. In fact, all subjects reported a feeling

of ”learning to control the arm” as the testing phase would

proceed. Task-orientedness seems to be essential from this

point of view, too.

The DLR Light-weight Robot III we used in this paper is

operated in impedance control, which is essential in applica-

tions in which the environment is unknown. Furthermore the

human-friendly control architecture used in combination with

the robot enables the operator to be within the workspace

of the robot and interact with it. This feature makes the

system suitable for a variety of applications in which physical

interaction between humans and robots occurs.

Future work

Further investigation into the sEMG signal is envisioned,

in particular as the end-effector reaches the grasping zone.

In that case the muscular system is expected to stiffen up.

This could be used to estimate 3D stiffness using sEMG,

a problem which is still largely open and whose solution

would have applications in a number of fields of robotic

(e.g., remote surgery or high-accuracy teleoperation).

The assumption of slow movement can probably be loos-

ened if a more sophisticated form of robotic control is

enforced, namely, considering estimating the end-effector

velocity as well as the position, and then using a hybrid

position/velocity robot controller. This is also subject to

further research.

Lastly, the system as described and demonstrated in this

paper is probably not directly optimally usable for generic

teleoperation—indeed, more accurate ways of estimating the

end-effector position rather than sEMG can be found; how-

ever this setup might be of great use when magnetic tracking

cannot be used for training. An even more interesting future

application is rehabilitation of muscular-disorder patients, in

which a weak or distorted sEMG signal could be used to

train the system and let the patient see the arm move as

desired. Such procedures are well known to dramatically

shorten rehabilitation effort.
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high-precision EMG 

hand emg: 
¨  static finger forces 
¨  limited accuracy (~10%), but this is not evident 
¨  qualitative visual feedback solves limited accuracy 

arm emg: 
increase emg complexity to dynamic arm control 
limited accuracy (~5%) is eminent (high accuracy is 
required) 
qualitative feedback required! 
 



how can we improve the accuracy of the system? 

¨ remove “static” emg signal related to gravity  
by using blind source separation 

¨  improve the accuracy by introducing acceleration-based 
control out of the remaining emg signal 

¨ applicability to robotic rehabilitation  

Vogel et al, IROS, 2011 


